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Abstract: Due to battery power limitations and form factor considerations, mobile devices are typically resource constrained. This results in sub-optimal user experience for execution of demanding applications. The thin client computing paradigm shifts the applications to a distant server, relieving the mobile device from the heavy computations. However, existing thin client protocols do not handle multimedia content well and are not designed for wireless networks with varying bandwidth. We propose a hybrid approach that switches to streaming when highly dynamic screen updates are detected. For the case of static screen updates, a caching mechanism is presented that mitigates bandwidth usage, to limit the energy drained by the wireless network interface.
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1. Introduction

Because of form factor constraints, required portability and battery lifetime, mobile devices have limited resources. Despite the rapid development of smaller and more efficient hardware, software requirements on CPU, memory and disk space cause significant hardware needs and battery drains. The idea presented in this paper is to extend the mature thin client technology for use on mobile devices, where the heavy computations are offloaded to a distant server and the applications need no alteration. User input is sent over a network towards a server that executes the application, and the generated screen updates are returned to the user’s device. The functionality of the mobile device is reduced to the presentation of graphical output, the capture of user events such as key strokes and pointer device movements, and transmitting data over the network.

A key challenge in a thin client system is to limit the delay between a user event, e.g. a keystroke, and the corresponding display update. Users are accustomed to the crisp graphical
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interface of locally running applications and expect the thin client computing infrastructure to offer the same functionality [1]. Current remote display protocols such as Virtual Network Computing’s Remote Frame Buffer protocol (VNC-RFB) [2] and Microsoft’s Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [3] are optimized for the rather static display of office applications, such as text editor and spreadsheet applications, over a stable, fixed, high bandwidth network.

In this paper an adaptive protocol is presented that bases its adaptations on the content of the screen updates in order to optimize bandwidth usage for the application at hand. If there is a lot of motion on screen, the protocol uses H.264 streaming [4] to ensure sufficient Quality of Experience (QoE) consuming less bandwidth than a classic thin client protocol. In the other case, when the frequency of graphical updates is low and the content is rather static, an optimization through caching is presented as to lower bandwidth usage of the classic protocol. The switching decision is taken on the rendered-pixel level without user intervention, so it is essentially application and user independent. After an overview of related work, Section 3 explains the architecture of the hybrid protocol. Section 4 elaborates on the dynamic case. Through experimental results, it is explained and proven that benefit can be taken from the presented hybrid protocol. In section 5, an optimization for the static case is presented, and experimental results show a significant gain can be reached by using a limited amount of reference frames.

2. Related Work

Although thin client technology exists for more than two decades, using the paradigm straight away over wireless communication channels is problematic. In [5] the authors evaluate the performance of existing protocols, and conclude that they are optimized for fixed LAN and WAN environments. Over a wireless infrastructure there is room for improvement, as can be deduced from [6]. The main issues to be addressed for thin client computing protocols to work over wireless networks are delay, bandwidth and in certain cases the QoE.

In [7] the authors identify the presence of data spikes and their importance for momentary network load. Peaks in bandwidth demand typically cause high delay (because of buffering and eventual router queue overflow), packet loss and retransmissions, leading to hampering user experience. The solution presented in [7] is to cache fixed-length byte strings selected from data packets representing a part of a compressed graphical update. [8] shows that up to 23.3% network traffic reduction can be achieved by an intelligent extension scheme for the compression history buffer. Both papers focus on extending and tuning a compression scheme to the specific thin client traffic. In FreeNX [9], graphical update commands (rather than pixel data) are cached. Two popular thin client protocols are Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [3] and Citrix Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) [10]. In contrast to our full frame caching and redundancy reduction attempt, both solutions cache smaller parts of the screen.
3. Architecture

In Figure 1(a), an overview is presented of the architecture of a thin client server. A mobile device is wirelessly connected to the thin client server where the user’s applications are executed. To render its images, an application issues graphical calls to an application image rendering component. This component offers an unmodified interface to the application for its graphical calls. The application is therefore unaware that it is running in a thin client environment and not locally on the device, since no modifications are required to run existing applications in this thin client architecture.

The application image rendering process is composed of the following steps. The graphical calls issued by the applications are received by the local renderer, which renders the images through software rendering and/or by using dedicated Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) hardware if present on the thin client server. The rendered images are analyzed and a decision is taken on the mode in which they will be relayed to the client. A hybrid encoder generates from the image stream either a remote display protocol message stream or a video stream, before they are sent to the client. Thus, the decision is not steered by user intervention, but by the graphical content that is generated on screen.

4. Dynamic Content: Streaming

4.1 — Concept and Architecture

As explained above, a hybrid protocol has been designed that switches seamlessly between encoding the screen update through a classic thin client protocol or through streaming. Figure 1(b) presents the detailed architecture of this hybrid protocol. The decision of which encoding to use, is based on real-time analysis of the raw pixel data of the screen, which can be extracted from the virtual framebuffer. When there is a lot of difference between subsequent frames, this decision module selects streaming as the best option to encode the frame updates. This module incorporates hysteresis so that needless switching can be avoided.

We implemented the hybrid protocol by extending a VNC server and client. This protocol divides the content of the frame buffer into rectangles. Several ‘flavors’ of VNC exist, differing in the applied coding on these rectangles. Previous measurements have designated
the TurboVNC coding as the most bandwidth efficient [11]. For the streaming mode, the well-known H.264 codec [4] was selected, transported over the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [12]. Figure 1(b) shows the implementation of the application image renderer and the client viewer.

4.2 — Experimental Validation

Figure 2 depicts the resource requirements for the hybrid protocol in terms of bandwidth and client CPU. The client was an Intel 1.73 GHz machine with 1 GB RAM, the server was an Intel QuadCore 2.73 GHz server with 2 GB RAM. The measurements were taken for a sequence of about 45 s, in which a user respectively opens a text editor, enters text and includes a figure. At time $t = 23$ s, the VLC video player is opened to watch a video, but not in full-screen. Around $t = 35$ s, the video window is maximized to full-screen (1024x768). This sequence was recorded with the cnee [13] tool and replayed in 3 different modes: only VNC, only streaming and the hybrid approach. By comparing the hybrid line to the VNC and streaming curves on the following graphs, one can clearly see which mode is activated.

Figure 2(a) shows the advantage of the streaming approach for video or other high-motion content. While VNC requires a bandwidth of about 28 Mbps, the streaming approach only requires around 2 Mbps to deliver the images to the client. Since VNC and streaming take the same amount of bandwidth for low-motion sequences, one could conclude that even in this case, the streaming approach could be used. For mobile thin clients, the client side CPU load is important to consider. Figure 2(b) indicates that decoding RFB (VNC) messages is much less resource intensive compared to video decoding. This advocates the use of VNC for applications with statical graphical content, offering the same user experience as video streaming but requiring much less CPU cycles.

At the server side, it is important to assess the CPU load and delay incurred by the analysis of each frame. The results for both CPU and analysis delay, averaged over 20 iterations, are shown in Figure 3. In order to make the pixel analysis scalable, a regular grid of sample pixels was chosen. The size of the grid was varied, obviously influencing the server side CPU load and overall encoding delay, such that the total number of analyzed pixels is between 0.1%
Figure 3: Server CPU load and analysis delay for the hybrid protocol implementation, averaged over 20 iterations.

and 50% of the total number of pixels in the display. As can be deduced from Figure 3(a), the CPU load induced by the hybrid server averages around 45%. The indicated CPU load is the load of a single core on our Intel 2.73 GHz Quad Core, which means that our server machine could handle about 8 high resolution clients. However, the depicted CPU load is an average over the trace, comprising both text editing, with minor display changes, and watching a video, with more frequent display changes. During the video streaming part of the trace, the CPU load (on a single core) induced by the hybrid server, can amount up to 100%, while during the text editing part, the CPU load drops to less than 5%. The figure also indicates that a linear correlation can be distinguished between the number of pixels analyzed per line and the CPU load, ranging between 15% and 25%.

It is important to minimize the additional processing delay at the server due to the image analysis and encoding. If we want to generate a framerate of at least 25 Hz at the server, the total time to analyze and encode a frame should be kept much below 40 ms. In our implementation, the libavcodec [14] library was used for the video encoding. Measurements have shown that the encoding of a single frame takes about 30 - 35 ms. To keep up with the frame rate of 25 fps, the time required for the frame analysis and mode decision must be kept below 5 ms. Figure 3(b) shows the additional delay incurred by the pixel analysis, for different numbers of sample pixels.

5. Static Content: Graphical Update Caching

5.1 Concept and Architecture

In the previous section, experimental results indicate that for static content, a classic thin client protocol is a better encoding choice than streaming. The current thin client protocols are performing adequately in a stable, high bandwidth network environment. However, mobile device are battery powered, and enjoy all benefit of using less bandwidth as this lowers the use of the wireless network interface and thus mitigates the related power consumption.

From analysis of typical thin client traffic, we have concluded that momentary bandwidth
peaks often resemble updates caused by switching between the running applications. In this section we propose the use of a cache that stores the start-up screens of the user’s applications and the background screen of the operating system. This cache is constituted of frames that are selected before the thin client session starts and does not change during this session. The selection is thus based on the expected graphical content that will be generated by the user.

The architecture for integrating a static cache in a thin client computing system is shown in Figure 4. As with the decision module of the hybrid protocol, pixel data from the framebuffer is analyzed in order to choose the best cache frame. If there is a well matching cache frame available, it is subtracted from the graphical update and the difference is encoded using a classic encoding scheme and sent over to the client. In addition, a cache header containing necessary parameters such as the used cache frame has to be sent over to the client. At the client side, the received data is decoded, and depending on the presence of a cache header, the indicated cache frame is added to the decoded frame and delivered to the client framebuffer which eventually is presented on the screen of the client device.

5.2 — Experimental Validation

The proposed architecture for the static cache has been based on VNC as well. The measurement trace consisted of showing the desktop background; opening a command shell window (with black background) and typing a number of commands; entering a text in Open Office Writer, which was then minimized; performing a Google search through a browser; visiting a local newspaper’s homepage and scrolling down; closing the browser and the shell window; maximizing the office program and closing it, and ending the thin client session from the desktop background.

A static cache containing five cache frames was used and was kept unaltered during the session. The cache frames were chosen off-line to be the startup screens of the used applications: the desktop background, an empty Open Office Writer document, a Konsole command shell window, a web browser with Google search page loaded and a web browser with the homepage of the local newspaper loaded.

The measurements were performed on 2.11 GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core machines, both for server and viewer, running Kubuntu 8.04.
Figure 5: Influence of cache frames on average and momentary bandwidth usage.

Figure 5(a) shows a cumulative bandwidth usage of exactly the same trace encoded with a number of cache frames varying between zero and five. The figure shows gradual increase in bandwidth gain caused by addition of an extra cache frame. The use of one cache frame, the desktop background, already yields 20.56% bandwidth reduction. Adding an extra cache frame, the browser with the homepage of the local newspaper, brings the total bandwidth gain to 29.94%. With five cache frames we achieved a bandwidth consumption decrease of 34.40% over classic VNC encoding all updates.

Figure 5(b) presents the momentary network traffic generated by the classic VNC encoding and the optimal encoding using a cache with five frames. It shows that for momentary network traffic generation, the frames were coded on average 35.17% more efficient than through classic VNC encoding. The maximum spike reduction in the trace amounted to 99.81% of the classic VNC encoded update. The highest spike that occurs with the classic VNC encoding is 181.132 kB. Using five cache frames reduced the spike maximum to 121.175 kB, a reduction of 33.10%.

6. Conclusion

In this article a hybrid remote display protocol is presented that switches between two modes of relaying screen updates to the client, depending on the content and frequency of these updates. For complex graphic updates at high rates, streaming the content is the best option. For rather static graphics, it is more efficient to use a remote display protocol such as VNC-RFB. For the latter, caching has been proposed to lower the needed bandwidth. The decision to switch between the two modes is taken without user intervention, and is based on the graphical content (in pixel format) on the screen. Multimedia applications typically generate dynamic graphics which will trigger streaming mode, while office-type applications generate static graphics which will trigger VNC-mode. However, the analysis algorithm is application-independent, so that rapidly scrolling through a large text document could as well imply a switch to streaming mode and pausing a video in a multimedia application could imply...
switching to VNC-mode. Future work includes designing a protocol that adapts even more to the environment it is operating in (the network conditions, client battery status, latency, etc.).
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